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Products-Completed Operations Coverage v.
The Professional Services Exclusion
by Eric J. Rollins, Esq.

any insurance policies
across the construction
world contain both
products-completed
operations coverage, which
generally covers claims of property
damage for work that has been
completed, and a professional
services exclusion, which generally excludes damage that
results from the rendering of or failure to render professional
services. When something goes wrong and damage occurs, a
key question for purposes of obtaining coverage is whether
the damage occurred because of the construction work or
performance (or non-performance) of professional services.
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In North Counties Engineering, Inc. v. State Farm General
Insurance Company (2014) 224 Cal.App.4th 902, North
Counties Engineering, Inc. (“NCE”), an engineering company,
designed a dam and performed some construction work and
labor with respect to certain elements of the dam. The
evidence indicated that a separate company, North Counties
Development, Inc. (“NCD”), was primarily responsible for the
work and labor associated with the dam, while NCE had most
of the expertise. After completion, the dam caused damage to
third parties, which led to NCE being sued. Despite the fact
that NCD performed the majority of the construction work, the
underlying complaint alleged that both NCD and NCE
constructed specific elements of the dam.

NCE tendered its defense to its insurer under a policy that
contained both products-completed operations coverage and
a professional services exclusion. The insurer denied NCE’s
claim multiple times, but years later finally accepted its duty to
defend. However, the insurer refused to pay any of NCE’s
legal fees for the years between the date of tender and
acceptance. Coverage litigation ensued.

The trial court originally sided with the insurer, concluding
that no duty to defend existed due to the professional services
exclusion. The Court of Appeal reversed in a strongly worded
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opinion, and ruled that the
insurer had a duty to defend
NCE due in part to the fact that
the underlying complaint
contained numerous allegations
that specified that construction
work caused the damage — not
NCE’s engineering services.
Additionally, the appellate court noted that the insurer’s own
claims personnel acknowledged that the complaint contained
allegations related to NCE’s construction work. The appellate
court reconfirmed that an insurer owes a broad duty to
defend, and found that the trial court erred in “not, as the law
requires, looking to determine whether there was any
evidence that might support a conclusion that there was a
duty to defend, but rather looking only for evidence – indeed,
even inferences from evidence – that there was not.”
Moreover, the court found that “[t]he ‘professional services’
exclusion is not the panacea State Farm would have it,
certainly not when analyzed under the appropriate standard:
‘narrowly against the insurer.’”

The North Counties Engineering case is a victory for
developers, contractors, and design professionals as it
narrows the scope of the professional services exclusion and
will force insurers to carefully consider the allegations and
extrinsic evidence before denying coverage based on the
professional services exclusion.
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